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ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL CAP thereof , in particular , of an electrochemical energy storage 
device that uses a liquefied gas solvent , for example , in the 

1.0 CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED electrolyte thereof . Other embodiments of the present dis 
APPLICATIONS closure relate to methods of preparing and methods of using 

5 the cap devices , systems , and related components thereof . The present application claims priority as a continuation One embodiment is an electrochemical energy storage of PCT / US2019 / 032413 filed on May 15 , 2019 , which 
claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Application device cap , or header , which enables injection of a liquefied 
No. 62 / 673,792 , filed May 18 , 2018. Each of these appli gas solvent or electrolyte . These solvents and electrolytes 
cations is incorporated by reference in its entirety . may include highly volatile solvents , which are typically 

This application is also related to PCT / US14 / 066015 filed gaseous under standard conditions of standard room tem 
on Nov. 17 , 2014 , U.S. application Ser . No. 15 / 036,763 filed perature of + 20 ° C. and standard pressure ( approximately 
on May 13 , 2016 , PCT / US17 / 29821 filed on Apr. 27 , 2017 , 1.01325 bar ) . The solvent may be transferred to the cell in 
U.S. application Ser . No. 16 / 305,034 filed on Nov. 28 , 2018 , either gaseous or liquid form while the electrolyte , com 
PCT / US2019 / 032414 filed on May 15 , 2019 and U.S. Pro visional Application No. 62 / 673,732 filed on May 18 , 2018. 15 posed of liquefied gas solvent and other liquids and solid including salts , can be transferred in a liquid form . If mass U.S. Provisional Application No. 62 / 749,046 filed on Oct. transfer is in liquid form , the pressure within the mass 22 , 2018 , U.S. Provisional Application No. 61 / 972,101 filed transfer tube must be greater than the vapor pressure of the on Mar. 28 , 2014 , and U.S. Provisional Application No. material at the temperature of the mass transfer portion . If 61 / 905,057 filed on Nov. 15 , 2013. The contents of each of these applications are hereby incorporated by reference in 20 mass transfer is in gaseous form , the pressure within the mass transfer tube should be less than the vapor pressure of their entirety . the material at the temperature of the mass transfer portion . 

2.0 STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY In so ne embodiments , the injection process occurs under a 
SPONSORED R & D differential pressure between the pressure within the mass 

25 transfer tube and the internal pressure of the cell . 
This invention was made with U.S. government support The pressure differential between mass transfer tube and 

under grant 1721646 awarded by the U.S. National Science cell may be used to open a plug or a valve on the cell cap 
Foundation ( NSF ) . The U.S. government has certain rights when pressure within the mass transfer tube is higher than 
in the invention . the pressure internal to the cell housing . When the pressure 

differential falls to near zero , this valve will seal and prevent 
3.0 FIELD OF THE INVENTION mass from escaping even if the external pressure is lower 

than the internal pressure within the can . The seal will not This invention relates to caps for sealing electrochemical open even under excess pressure within the device . This type energy storage devices , such as batteries or electrochemical of one way pressure activated plug or valve is commonly capacitors . The energy storage devices may use a liquefied known as a check valve . gas electrolyte or a liquefied gas solvent . Methods of pre It should be noted by those skilled in the art that check paring and using such cap devices , systems , and related 
components thereof , are also provided . valves , or components acting as such , have been installed on 

electrochemical devices , such as batteries and electrochemi 
4.0 BACKGROUND 40 cal capacitors , previously . However , in these typical uses , 

the check valve is used to purposefully release excess 
Electrochemical storage devices have been in use for pressure buildup within the device , as the device ages or 

several years . The electrochemical energy storage device cycles or experiences over charge abuse . This pressure 
itself is typically made up of one positive electrode and one release allows the device to continue to operate normally or 
negative electrode separated by electrically insulating mate- 45 fail safely without bursting . In the present invention using 
rial such as in a battery or an electrochemical capacitor . the liquefied gas electrolytes , a high internal pressure is 
Conventional electrochemical storage devices use electro- normal to the operation of the cell , and it is not desired to 
lytes , which are a liquid under standard conditions . Typically release high pressure through the check valve . The check 
these electrolytes are injected into a cell in liquid state and valve is used only to fill the device with the liquefied gas 
at atmospheric pressure . This injection may occur with no 50 electrolyte , after which it is sealed shut permanently during cap on the device , after which a cap is placed onto the device 
and sealed shut . Alternatively , electrolyte injection may Another benefit to the check valve is the release and 
occur with a cap on the device with a smaller electrolyte recycling of the liquefied gas electrolyte after device use . injection hole in the cap , after which a rubber or metal stop One may mechanically force open the check valve , which is placed into the hole , which creates a seal . Typically , the 55 will allow the liquefied gas electrolyte to evaporate through electrolyte injection and the material insertion to plug the the check valve . The evaporated gas may be captured for hole are done in two steps . This disclosure focuses on 
electrochemical devices which utilize electrolyte materials reuse . Further , the now evacuated cell may potentially be 
and solvents that are gaseous at standard room temperature refilled with liquefied gas electrolyte again to continue 
of + 20 ° C. and standard pressure ( approximately 1.01325 60 Operation . This may extend the useful life of the device . 
bar ) . Because of the gaseous nature of these electrolytes , Embodiments also feature a check valve that uses a biased 
conventional liquid electrolyte injection may not feasible . member or spring to require a minimum differential pressure 

to open . 
5.0 SUMMARY Other embodiments feature a spring - less check valve that 

65 uses no spring to force a seal to form but instead relies 
Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to cap entirely on a non - zero pressure differential to push a plug to 

devices that seal the device , systems , and components seal the valve . 

35 

use . 
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Other further embodiments include a method in which FIG . 3 shows a cross - sectional view of one possible 
vacuum is first pulled on the internal housing and cell embodiment of the mechanical constructions of a cell cap . In 
components prior to liquefied gas solvent or liquefied gas this design , a check valve using a spring creates a minimum 
electrolyte differential pressure to seal the cap . 

The present disclosure also provides a check valve having 5 FIG . 4 is a plot showing the change of mass over number 
a metallic housing . This metallic housing may be electrically of days for two representative cells before and after liquefied 
connected to either the positive or negative electrode of the gas filling and sealing . 
device such that the check valve itself may also serve as an FIG . 5 shows an impedance spectra of an exemplified cell 
electrical current pathway to the external load . after filling it with liquefied gas solvent . 
An electrochemical device is disclosed herein . In some 10 

embodiments , the electrochemical device may comprise a 6.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
cell housing , two or more electrodes , an electrolyte com 
prising a liquefied gas electrolyte solvent , and a cap with a Reference is made herein to some specific examples of the check valve . The check valve can be configured to seal shut present invention , including any best modes contemplated under higher internal cell pressure compared to outside cell 15 by the inventor for carrying out the invention . Examples of pressure . these specific embodiments are illustrated in the accompa In some embodiments , the electrochemical device may 
comprise an independent cap housing . In some such nying figures . While the invention is described in conjunc 
embodiments , the check valve can be built into the cap tion with these specific embodiments , it will be understood 
housing . that it is not intended to limit the invention to the described 

In some embodiments , the check valve may act as an or illustrated embodiments . To the contrary , it is intended to 
electrical contact to one of the two or more electrodes . In cover alternatives , modifications , and equivalents as may be 
some embod ts , the check valve may comprise a spring included within the spirit and scope of the invention as 
configured to create a minimum differential pressure . defined by the appended claims . 
A method of preparing an electrochemical device is also 25 In the following description , numerous specific details are 

disclosed herein . The electrochemical device can be any one set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
described below in the Detailed Description or described present invention . Particular example embodiments of the 
elsewhere herein . The method may comprise transferring the present invention may be implemented without some or all 
liquefied gas solvent into the cell housing by connecting the of these specific details . In other instances , process opera 
liquefied gas solvent to the check valve . The method may 30 tions well known to persons of skill in the art have not been 
further comprise building a pressure differential between the described in detail in order not to obscure unnecessarily the 
interior and exterior of the cell housing . In some embodi- present invention . Various techniques and mechanisms of 
ments , the pressure differential may be created by a tem- the present invention will sometimes be described in singu 
perature differential . In some embodiments , the pressure lar form for clarity . However , it should be noted that some 
differential may be created in gaseous argon , gaseous nitro- 35 embodiments include multiple iterations of a technique or 
gen , gaseous oxygen , gaseous carbon dioxide , gaseous multiple mechanisms unless noted otherwise . Similarly , 
hydrogen , gaseous helium , or a combination thereof . various steps of the methods shown and described herein are 

In some embodiments , the method of the preceding para- not necessarily performed in the order indicated , or per 
graph may comprise adding salt to the cell housing prior to formed at all in certain embodiments . Accordingly , some 
transferring the one or more liquefied gas solvents into the 40 implementations of the methods discussed herein may 
cell housing include more or fewer steps than those shown or described . 

Additional aspects , alternatives and variations as would Further , the techniques and mechanisms of the present 
be apparent to persons of skill in the art are also disclosed invention will sometimes describe a connection , relationship 
herein and are specifically contemplated as included as part or communication between two or more entities . It should be 
of the invention . The invention is set forth only in the claims 45 noted that a connection or relationship between entities does 
as allowed by the patent office in this or related applications , not necessarily mean a direct , unimpeded connection , as a 
and the following summary descriptions of certain examples variety of other entities or processes may reside or occur 
are not in any way to limit , define or otherwise establish the between any two entities . Consequently , an indicated con 
scope of legal protection . nection does not necessarily mean a direct , unimpeded 

50 connection , unless otherwise noted . 
6.0 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS One embodiment relates to a cap design and electrolyte 

injection method in which a plug is used to reversibly create 
FIGS . 1 ( a ) -1 ( c ) shows a cross - sectional view of one a seal in an energy storage device such as a battery or 

possible embodiment of the mechanical constructions of a capacitor . The seal may be created as a function the differ 
cell ??? . FIG . 1 ( a ) shows a press fit into a metallic compo- 55 ential pressure placed on the plug such that the plug opens 
nent . FIG . 1 ( b ) shows the check valve inserted into an when the pressure external the cell device housing is greater 
electrically insulating component . FIG . 1 ( c ) shows a check than the pressure internal to the housing . A liquefied gas 
valve inserted horizontally into a cap according to one solvent or liquefied gas electrolyte may be injected into a 
embodiment . device , and the plug creates an immediate seal when the 
FIGS . 2 ( a ) -2 ( b ) show cross - sectional views of one pos- 60 differential pressure is near zero and when flow of liquefied 

sible embodiment of the mechanical constructions of a cell gas solvent or electrolyte is ceased . Further , the plug may 
cap . In this design , a check valve based on a ball is housed itself be housed inside a smaller metal housing that is 
directly into the cap housing . In FIG . 2 ( a ) , the ball may open inserted into the cap . This metal housing may itself be used 
a pathway for mass transfer . However , as shown in FIG . as an electrical contact to either the positive or negative 
2 ( b ) , when the internal housing pressure is greater than the 65 electrode . Examples of the electrochemical energy storage 
external pressure , the ball may close the pathway for mass device are described in International Patent Application 
transfer . Publication Nos . WO 2015/074006 ( PCT / US2014 / 066015 ) 

a 

a 
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and WO 2017/204984 ( PCT / US2017 / 029821 ) , which are romethane is lower than 1 : 9 . In some embodiments , the ratio 
incorporated by reference in their entireties . of sulfuryl fluoride to carbon dioxide is about 1 : 1 . 

In some processes , vacuum is pulled on the internal A check valve which is used on the cell cap may take 
housing containing cell components prior to liquefied gas several configurations . In one embodiment , the check valve 
solvent or liquefied gas electrolyte fill to remove any gas 5 has an independent housing which may be inserted into a 
from the cell . This may be done by mechanically holding the cap . The mechanism within the check valve housing may or 
plug in an open state during vacuum . may not be biased or spring operated . The seal within the 

In some processes , a temperature differential between check valve may be made by rubber on rubber contact , metal 
on rubber contact or metal to metal contact . The check valve liquefied gas solvent or electrolyte to create a pressure differential due to the vapor pressure difference at the 10 housing and the material in which it is inserted may each be 

different temperatures is used to fill a cell . This can be done metallic or electrically insulating . The valve may be held 
mechanically in the cap by interference fit , welding , solder , by holding the liquefied gas solvent or electrolyte at room brazing , epoxy , glass to metal seal or other suitable method temperature and lowering cell or device temperature to known in the art . The location of the check valve maybe be around + 10 ° C. , around 0 ° C. , around -10 ° C. , around -20 ° 15 located anywhere within the cap , but most preferably in the C. , around -30 ° C. , around -40 ° C. , around -50 ° C. , around center , and oriented for gas flow in any direction , but most 

-60 ° C. , around -70 ° C. , or around –80 ° C. Alternatively , preferably vertically oriented along the cell's length . With 
the temperature of the liquefied gas solvent or electrolyte reference to the outside of the cell housing , the top of the 
may be increased to around + 25 ° C. , around + 30 ° C. , around valve may also be flat with the top of the cap , but could also 
+ 35 ° C. , around + 40 ° C. , around + 45 ° C. and holding the 20 extrude above the cap surface for easy electrical contact or 
cell at room temperature . Alternatively , the temperature of be embedded below the cap surface such that the top of the 
the liquefied gas solvent or electrolyte may be increased and valve is below the top of the cap . In order to ensure high 
cell to be filled temperature decreased . As used herein , one integrity of sealing the high pressure liquefied gas solvent or 
of skill in the art will understand the temperature differential liquefied gas electrolyte within the cell , an additional plug 
refers to a difference in temperature between the cell and 25 may be added to the top of the check valve . This plug may 
liquefied gas solvent source , such as a compressed gas be welded , soldered , or press fit to ensure seal . With refer 
cylinder . As used herein , one of skill in the art will under- ence to the inside of the cell housing , the valve may lie flat 
stand the pressure differential refers to a difference in with the bottom of the cap , extrude out further than the 
pressure between the cell and liquefied gas solvent source , bottom of the cap , or have the valve bottom higher than the 
such as a compressed gas cylinder , created by the vapor 30 cap bottom . In one embodiment , the valve bottom extends 
pressure of the liquefied gas solvent or liquefied gas elec- further than the cap bottom and into the mandrel diameter of 
trolyte or an externally applied pressure . One of skill in the the electrode winding , which will allow gas to flow prefer 
art will understand that the vapor pressure of the liquefied entially down the center of the electrode winding . Electrical 
gas solvent or liquefied gas electrolyte may vary according contact from either the negative or positive electrode be 
to temperature , and so a combination of both temperature 35 made directly to the valve such that it may be used as a 
and pressure differential may be used to fill a cell . current collector contact and contacted from outside the cell 

In some processes , an external pressure source to force the to make electrical contact to the electrode . 
liquefied gas solvent or liquefied gas electrolyte through the In FIGS . 1 ( a ) - ( c ) , the check valve 104 is held in place by 
mass transfer tube and into the cell is used . An external a press fit . FIG . 1 ( a ) features a press fit into a metallic 
pressure may come from a variety of gasses such as argon , 40 component 103. The metallic component is also mechani 
nitrogen , oxygen , carbon dioxide , hydrogen , helium , cally held in place via interference fit with electrically 
amongst others . The pressure used to force the material insulating component 101. A component 105 is also placed 
through the mass transfer tube should be greater than that of on top of the cap to weld to the can edge to further improve 
the vapor pressure of the material at the process temperature . mechanical rigidity . O - ring components 102 and 107 are 
Ideally , pressure should be around 1 psi , around 5 psi , 45 also used to eliminate leak paths through interference fit 
around 10 psi , around 20 psi , around 30 psi , around 50 psi , pathways . In this embodiment , electrical conduction to one 
around 100 psi , around 200 psi , or around 300 psi greater of the electrodes may be through 103 or 104 . 
than the vapor pressure . Further , FIG . 1 ( b ) features the check valve inserted into 

In some embodiments , the liquefied gas solvent is capable an electrically insulating component 106. In this scenario , 
of being placed under a compressive pressure equal to , or 50 electrical conduction to one of the electrodes may be made 
greater than , the liquefied gas solvent's vapor pressure at a directly through a metallic check valve housing 104 . 
temperature when the compressive pressure is applied , Further , FIG . 1 ( c ) features a check valve that is inserted 
thereby keeping the liquefied gas solvent in a liquid phase . horizontally into the cap into component 110. After inser 
In some embodiments , the liquefied gas solvent has a vapor tion , the valve is held in place by component 108. The cap 
pressure above an atmospheric pressure of 100 kPa at a room 55 features an overall lower height than cap designs featured in 
temperature of 293.15 K. FIGS . 1 ( a ) and 1 ( b ) . Further , it is much more difficult to 

In some embodiments , the liquefied gas solvent comprises eject the check valve from cap due to high pressures built up 
one or more materials selected from the group consisting of within the cell housing . 
fluoromethane , difluoromethane , sulfuryl fluoride , thionyl In another embodiment , the check valve is built into the 
fluoride , carbon dioxide , methyl ether , 1,1 - difluoroethane , 60 cap housing itself , as shown in FIGS . 2a - b . In this example , 
chloromethane , and a combination thereof . In some embodi- a rubber or metal ball 207 is housed in a metal housing 204 , 
ments , the liquefied gas solvent comprises fluoromethane which has an interference fit to an electrically insulating 
and carbon dioxide . In some embodiments , the liquefied gas component 210. There is also a mesh screen 211 , which 
solvent comprises fluoromethane and sulfuryl fluoride . In supports the ball from falling out from the cap housing , and 
some embodiments , the liquefied gas solvent comprises 65 a mesh support 208. When external pressure is greater than 
fluoromethane , sulfuryl fluoride , and carbon dioxide . In internal housing pressure , the ball unseats from the valve 
some embodiments , the ratio of sulfuryl fluoride to fluo- seat 207a , opening a pathway ( shown as arrow 206 ) for mass 

may 
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transfer from the injection port 207b , as shown in FIG . 2 ( a ) . fluid communication with the moveable plug for trans 
When the internal housing pressure is greater than the ferring the liquefied gas electrolyte into the cell hous 
external pressure , the ball 207 may move to seat with the ing ; 
valve seat 207a ( shown by arrow 209 ) , closing the pathway wherein the check valve further comprises two configu 
for mass transfer , as shown in FIG . 2 ( b ) . The additional 5 rations : 
metal component 203 may be used to weld or solder the a mass transfer configuration , wherein the injection 
crimped can walls 202 to prevent the internal pressure from port is connected to a mass transfer tube that is under 
pushing the cap out of the can . a pressure that is sufficient to unseat the moveable 

In some embodiments , the check valve is fluidly con plug from the valve seat , thus allowing the transfer 
nected to an area of the housing and allows the liquefied gas of liquefied gas solvent from the mass transfer tube 

into the cell housing ; and solvent or electrolyte to flow into the housing , preventing the a sealed configuration , wherein the pressure of the liquefied gas solvent or electrolyte from flowing out of the liquefied gas electrolyte within the cell housing housing exerts a force on the moveable plug that is sufficient In another embodiment , the cap may feature a valve 303 to seat the moveable plug into the valve seat , pre built into the cap 1 which uses a spring 304 to create a venting the transfer of mass across the check valve . 
minimum differential pressure in order to open the valve and 2. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , wherein the 
allow mass transfer , as shown in FIG . 3. In this example , electrochemical device comprises a cap housing that is 
there is a greater surface area 302 to make a seal due to the independent from the cell housing . 
non - circular rubber component geometry . 3. The electrochemical device of claim 2 , wherein the 
FIG . 4 shows a plot of mass vs. time of example cell that check valve is built into the cap housing . 

w343 constructed using a geometry similar to FIG . 2. At day 4. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , wherein the 
0 , the cells were emptied of liquefied gas solvent , and at day check valve acts as an electrical contact to one of the two or 
1 , the cells were filled with solvent using a differential more electrodes . 
pressure method and check valve . The mass increased by 25 5. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , further com approximately 3 grams for two example cells . The mass held prising a plug or seal in fluid connection with the check 
fairly constant over several days , showing the very good seal valve . 
on the check valve and the rest of the cap seals . 6. The electrochemical device of claim 5 , wherein the 
An electrochemical cell was built with a cap design plug or seal is soldered , welded or press - fitted . 

similar to that of FIG . 2 and with battery - type electrodes . A 7. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , wherein the salt was preloaded into the cell device , and liquefied gas liquefied gas solvent is capable of being placed under a 
solvent was mass transferred into a cooled cell as a gas and compressive pressure equal to , or greater than , the liquefied 
was liquefied within the cell due to the pressure within the gas solvent's vapor pressure a temperature when the 
housing being higher than the vapor pressure of the solvent compressive pressure is applied , thereby keeping the lique 
at the cell housing temperature . The solvent mass transfer 35 fied gas solvent in a liquid phase . 
went through the check valve in the cap and was sealed shut 8. The electrochemical device of claim 7 , wherein the 
after filling . After liquefying inside the cell , the solvent liquefied gas solvent has a vapor pressure above an atmo 
mixes with the salt in the cell to form a liquefied gas spheric pressure of 100 kPa at a room temperature of 293.15 
electrolyte . An impedance spectra of this cell is shown in K. 
FIG . 5 , showing a functional cell . Electrical connection to 40 9. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , wherein the 
one electrode was made through the check valve metal liquefied gas solvent is selected from the group consisting 
component , while electrical connection to the other elec of : fluoromethane , difluoromethane , sulfuryl fluoride , sul 
trode was made through the cell metal housing . furyl chloride , carbon dioxide , 1,1 - difluoroethane , chlo Although exemplary embodiments and applications of the romethane , and a combination thereof . 
invention have been described herein including as described 10. A method of preparing an electrochemical device of 
above and shown in the included example Figures , there is claim 1 comprising : 
no intention that the invention be limited to these exemplary ( a ) connecting the liquefied gas solvent to the check 
embodiments and applications or to the manner in which the valve ; 
exemplary embodiments and applications operate or are ( b ) creating a pressure differential between the interior 
described herein . Indeed , many variations and modifications and exterior of the cell housing to open the check valve ; 
to the exemplary embodiments are possible as would be ( c ) transferring one or more liquefied gas solvents to the 
apparent to a person of ordinary skill in the art . The cell housing through the check valve . 
invention may include any device , structure , method , or 11. The method of claim 10 , wherein the pressure differ 
functionality , as long as the resulting device , system or ential is created by a temperature differential between the 
method falls within the scope of one of the claims that are 55 interior and exterior of the cell housing . 
allowed by the patent office based on this or any related 12. The method of claim 10 , wherein the pressure differ patent application . ential is created by introducing gaseous argon , gaseous 

nitrogen , gaseous oxygen , gaseous carbon dioxide , gaseous 
The invention claimed is : hydrogen , gaseous helium , or a combination thereof into the 
1. An electrochemical device , comprising : 60 cell housing 
a cell housing ; 13. The method of claim 10 , further comprising adding 
two or more electrodes ; salt to the cell housing prior to transferring the one or more 
a liquefied gas electrolyte comprising a liquefied gas liquefied gas solvents into the cell housing . 

solvent , and 14. The method of claim 10 , further comprising sealing 
a cap with a check valve , the check valve comprising a 65 the check valve after step ( c ) . 

valve seat , a moveable plug constructed to seat into the 15. The method of claim 14 , wherein the sealing step 
valve seat or unseat therefrom , and an injection port in comprises soldering , press - fitting or welding a plug or seal . 
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16. A method of preparing an electrochemical device of a cap with a check valve , the check valve comprising a 
claim 1 comprising : valve seat , a moveable plug constructed to seat into the 

( a ) connecting the liquefied gas solvent to the check valve seat or unseat therefrom , a spring constructed to 
valve ; exert a spring force on the moveable plug , and an ( b ) creating a pressure differential between the interior injection port in fluid communication with the move and exterior of the cell housing to open the check valve ; able plug for transferring the liquefied gas electrolyte ( c ) transferring one or more liquefied gas solvents to the into the cell housing ; cell housing through the check valve ; and 

( d ) opening the check valve to release the liquefied gas wherein the check valve further comprises two configu 
electrolyte . rations : 

17. The method of claim 16 , further comprising : a mass transfer configuration , wherein the injection ( e ) collecting the released liquefied gas electrolyte . port is connected to a mass transfer tube that is under 18. The method of claim 16 , further comprising : a pressure that is sufficient to unseat the moveable ( e ) transferring one or more liquefied gas electrolytes to plug from the valve seat , thus allowing the transfer the cell housing through the check valve . of liquefied gas solvent from the mass transfer tube 
19. The electrochemical device of claim 1 , further com into the cell housing ; and prising a salt . 
20. An electrochemical device comprising : a sealed configuration , wherein the spring force is 
a cell housing ; sufficient to seat the moveable plug into the valve 
two or more electrodes ; seat , preventing the transfer of mass across the check 

valve . a liquefied gas electrolyte comprising a liquefied gas 
solvent ; and 
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